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Birthday 
  

 

 

When I first learned that Joseph Middlemiss had died, I crawled back into bed and bawled my eyes 

out for three hours.  Even though I only knew Joe and his family from the toy store, I was devastated 

that he was gone.  For those that don't know, Joseph Middlemiss was a little boy who was born with a 

rare heart disorder called cardiomyopathy.  He died on September 23, 2013 at the too young age of 

6.  I feel blessed to have known Joseph and to have been able to have the pleasure of watching him 

play in my toy store.  He always made me smile and there was truly something special about him. 

 

In December, Joseph's parents came into my store to tell me about their new "mission" 

plan.  Basically they wanted to pay it forward with random acts of kindness that strives to honor 

Joseph's mission by "spreading his love, kindness and compassion."  When I first saw Kate and 

Scott, I immediately burst into tears.  We spent about an hour together, crying and hugging and just 

missing Joseph.  They spread their mission that day by buying a present for another local girl from 

her Birthday Bucket.  They knew Joe liked to pick out presents from the Birthday Buckets for his 

friend and this was their way of continuing the random act of kindness in Joseph's honor. 

 

After their post on their Facebook page, I received a call from one of Scott's former college 

classmates who wanted to buy a present for another family from Joseph's favorite toy store.  I was 

lucky enough to pick a worthy family and had the privilege of donating the gift card to two girls and a 

mom who were more than happy.  It was another moment of tears, but this time with happiness at the 

same time. 

 

About two weeks ago, when I saw that I had received an email from Scott Middlemiss, I immediately 

welled up with tears again.  Then I read what they wanted to do to honor Joseph's birthday at the end 

of the month.  Basically they want to set up a reverse Birthday Bucket.  Instead of leaving with your 



present that you pick out of the Birthday Bucket, people would shop at the store to fill the bucket in 

honor of Joeseph's birthday.  Because I am honored to be part of this mission, I am doubling the 

normal discount and giving everyone 20% off anything they buy to place in Joseph's Birthday 

Bucket.  Kate and Scott are then going to donate all of the toys purchased to the Be Like Brit 

orphanage in Haiti.  Bittney was one of 300,000 that died in the Haiti earthquake.  Hours before her 

death, she sent a text to her mom saying "They love us so much and everyone is so happy. They love 

what they have and they work so hard to get nowhere, yet they are all so appreciative. I want to move 

here and start an orphanage myself."  Brittney's family decided to honor her last wish by building her 

orphanage in Haiti.  Kate and Scott have arranged to send the toys to the orphanage in Joseph's 

name.  I am truly honored to be part of this mission.  Kate and Scott are exceptional people to be 

doing what they are doing and I am glad to just be part of it.  

 

I realize that on the Joseph Middlemiss "All You Need is Love" Mission page, Scott included a list of 

some items that the orphanage suggested as gifts, some of which are games/items we do not 

sell.  Have no fear.  We have tons of games that would be perfect along with lots of other presents, 

such as coloring books, reusable sticker books, puzzles, Playmobil, play food sets, Calico Critters 

which bring hours of fun and are great imagination builders, dolls, outdoor items and so much 

more.  Joseph had fun picking from our selection in filling his Birthday Bucket and I hope you too will 

have fun picking a present in Joseph's name.  If you would like to call the store, we can also take 

donations over the phone and help pick out the perfect present for you to give in Joseph's 

honor.  (978) 649-0213.  Please share this email with your friends and like our Facebook page so we 

can help spread the word about this mission and make this a giving opportunity to the kids in 

Haiti.  Thanks.  
 

 

 

http://www.facebook.com/kidzenterprisetoys

